Opposing Viewpoints in Context is a rich resource for debaters and includes pro/con viewpoints, reference articles, interactive maps, infographics, and more. Opposing Viewpoints In Context is an online resource covering today's hottest social issues, from capital punishment to immigration to marijuana. This cross-curricular research database supports science, social studies, current events, and language arts classes. Informed, differing views help learners develop critical-thinking skills and draw their own conclusions. (from the site)

► Start at the Library Home Page  [https://library.neit.edu](https://library.neit.edu)
► Click on Search Articles in the navigation bar, then Search Articles
► Click on Opposing Viewpoints Reference Center under Databases

Search by keyword, “Featured Issues,” Selected Topics or “Browse All Topics”

Each issue offers:

- Overview article
- Featured Viewpoints
- Viewpoints
- Images
- Audio
- Magazines
- Websites
- Academic Journals
- Reference
- Videos
- News
- Statistics
- Related Topics

TOOLS:

- Citation Tools
  Be sure to choose APA style
  (standard format for New England Tech)
- Print
- Email
- and other Tools